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ABSTRACT 
Let A and B be two nX n real symmetric matrices. A theorem of Calabi and 
Greub-Milnor states that if n > 3 and A and B satisfy the condition 
(uAu’)‘+ (uBu’~#O (*) 
for all nonzero vectors u, then there is a linear combination of A and B that is 
definite. In this note, the author proves two theorems on the semi-definiteness of a 
nontrivial linear combination of A and B by replacing the condition (*) by another 
condition. One of these theorems is a generalization of the theorem of Greub-Milnor 
and Calabi. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE THEOREMS 
Let F be the real field R, the complex field C, or the skew field H of 
quaternions, and X (n, F) the real linear space of all n X n hermitian 
matrices with elements in F. Suppose P E % (n, F). Then the set 
where u* denotes the transpose conjugate of u, is a linear subspace of 
X (n, F). We shall prove 
THEOREM 1. Let P be an n X n semi-definite hermitian matrix of rank 
m, and let S, T E S, such that, for any u E F”, (uSu*)‘+ (uTu*)‘=O implies 
uPu*=O. Zf F=R and m>3 or F-C or H and m>2, then there exists 
(s, t) E R ‘\{O} such that SS + tT is semi-definite. 
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Let S,TE X(n,F) such that for any u EF”, (uS~*)~+(uTu*)~=o implies 
u=O.ItisknownthatifF=Randn>3orF=CorHandn>2,thenthere 
exists (s, t) E R2 such that sS + tT is definite. We shall generalize this result 
into the following 
THEOREM 2. Let P be an n x n semi-definite hermitian matrix of rank 
m, and let S, T E S, such that, for any sequence { ui} in F”, 
2i1 [(uiSu~)2+(uiTu~)2]=0 implies /ilyPuT=O 
ZfF=Randm)3orF=CorHandm>2,thenthereexists(s,t)ER2such 
that u(sS + tT)u* =0 implies uPu* =0 for all u EF”, and consequently 
sS + tT is semi-definite of rank m. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS 
Let D={~EF”:(uSU*)~+(~T~*)~#~}, and let f:D+S, where S is the 
real unit circle, be the mapping defined by 
f(U)= * 
We now prove 
LEMMA 1. Suppose P, S, T, m and F satisfy the condition as in Theorem 
1. Then, for any (a,b) in S, (a,b) and (-a, -b) cannot both belong to f(D). 
Proof, Since P is semi-definite of rank m, and S, T E s,, we may assume 
P=( im 1). S=( $ il’) and T=( z z2), 
where Z, is the m X m identity matrix and S,,,T,, E % (m, F). Suppose there 
exists (a,,, b,) in S such that (a,, b,) and ( - a,, - b,) both belong to f(D). 
Then there exist u1,u2~F” such that (~~Su~,u,Tu~)=(a,,b,) and (U&J,*, 
u2Tu,*) = (- a,, - b,). Let ui = (xi, yi) and us = (x2, y2), where xi, x2 E F” and 
yi, y2 E F”-“. Then 
(Xi%& +2Re( yiS&$),xiTi,x: +2Re( ylT$x:)) = (a,,, b,) 
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and 
(x2hx,* +2Re( y2S$x,*), x2Tllxz* +2Re( y2Tr2x,*)) = (- a,, - b,), 
where “Re” means the real part. Suppose that x1 and x, are linearly 
dependent over F and xz = Ax,. Then, by using the above equalities, we have 
and 
(1 + A@,S,,x: + 2Re( yi + xys)S,*,x: = 0, 
(1 +A@,T,,x~ +2Re( yi +~y,)T&x~ =O, 
where 1 is the conjugate of A. Let z = yi + xys/l + fi and u = (x1,x). Then 
(uS~*)~+(uTu*)~=o and hence xix: = uPu* =O. This is a contradiction. 
Therefore x1 and x2 are linearly independent over F. From our assumption 
on F and m, there exists x3 E F” such that x1,x2 and x3 are linearly 
independent over R. Let Let us= (x3,0). Then ui, u2 and us are linearly 
independent over R. From the proof of Lemma 1 of 111, there exists 
(~,P>Y)~R~\{O] such that if u=cuu,+~u2+yu3, then (uSu*,uTu*)=(O,O). 
This contradicts to the fact that (uSU*)~ + ( ~Tu*)~ = 0 implies uPu* = 0. Thus 
Lemma 1 is proved. n 
Theorem 1 follows immediately from Theorem 2 of [2] and Lemma 1. n 
In order to prove Theorem 2, we need the following 
LEMMA 2. Suppose P, S, T, m and F satisfy the conditions as in Theo- 
rem 1 and suppose that f(D) is not a half circle with one end point but 
without the other. Then there exists (s, t) ERR such that, for any u E F”, 
u(sS+ tT)u*=O implies uPu*=O. 
Proof. By Theorem 1 of [2] and Lemma 1, f(D) must be either a circular 
arc of length < 7~ or an open half circle. Let (s, t) be the midpoint of f(D), 
Then u(sS+ tT)u*>O for all UED. Hence u(sS+tT)u*=O implies 
( uSU*)~ + (uTu*)’ = 0 and consequently uPu* = 0. n 
We now prove Theorem 2. Suppose that f(D) is a half circle with at least 
one end point (a, b) = (uoSu,*, uoTui). Then, by Lemma 4 of [2], F” oan be 
decomposed into direct sum 
F”=L{u,}@W, 
where L { uo} is the subspace spanned by u. and w = {U E F” : uoSu* = uoTu’ 
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=O}. By Lemma 2 of [2] and Theorem 5 of [2], we see that there exists a 
sequence { ui; i = 1,2,. . . } in W such that 
/i% (u,Su;,uJu;) = (- a, - b). 
Since P is semi-definite of rank m and S, T f k%, we may assume 
where Sll,IOI,~X(m,F). Let ui=u,+uj and iji=~O-~i for i-1,2,... . 
Since ui E W and 
Iirn (uiSu~,ujTu~)=( - a, - b), 
i-x0 
we have 
lim (qSv,*, q To:) = 
i-+m 
lim ( Cj Si?:, Ci TGF) 
i-co 
= (0,O). 
We are going to show that limi,,v,PvT and limi,,GiPijic cannot be both 
zero. Let uj = (xj, yr), where r, E F” and yi E F”-“’ for i=O, 1,2,. . . . Suppose 
lim V,Pv,” = 
i-+oc 
lim iji PC;’ = 0. 
i*co 
Then lim,,,xi = - lim,_+,zi = rw Hence x0= 0 and (u&b,*, u,Tu~*) = (0,O). 
This is a contradiction. Therefore if 
/A% [ (t@q)e+ (uiTu;j2] =o 
implies lim,,,zl,PU,? = 0, then f(D) cannot be a half circle with at least one 
end point. Now Theorem 2 follows immediately from Lemma 2. It is not 
difficult to see that SS + tT is semi-definite and of rank m. n 
We now prove the theorem of Calabi [3] and Greub-Milnor [4] by using 
Theorem 2 (for other proofs, for example, see Hestenes 153 and Taussky [6]). 
COROLLARY . Let S, T E x (n, F) such that, for any u E F”, (uSu*)‘+ 
(uTu*)~=O implies u=O. Zf F= R and n > 3 or F= C or H and n > 2, then 
there exists (s, t) E R 2 such that sS + tT is definite. 
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proof, We take P= 1. Then S, T E S, . Let { ui} be a sequence in F” such 
that 
!Ac [ (uisui)2+(uiTu;)2] =o. 
Suppose limi,, u.u? #O. Then we may assume there exists 6 > 0 such that ) , 
uiu: > 8 for i = 1,2,. . . . (Otherwise we can consider a subsequence of { uj}.) 
Let vi = u~/(u~u~)‘/“. Then oiv: = 1 and 
pinI_ [ (qsu;)“+ (uiTu;)2] =o. 
Since the unit sphere in F n is compact, again, we may assume there exists 
U,E F” such that u& = 1 and lim,,,v, = ua. Now 
But u& = 1 and hence v,#O. This contradicts the assumption of the 
corollary. Hence, for any sequence { ui} in F”, 
/& [ (uisu:)2+(uiTu:)2] =o 
implies y ui* = ui Zui * = 0. From Theorem 2 we see there exists (s, t) E R 2 such 
that SS + tT is definite. n 
REMARKS. 1. In Theorems 1 and 2 we do not consider the case that P is 
not semi-definite, because this case is “not interesting”. In fact, we have the 
following results which is not difficult to prove. 
Let P E ?C (n, F)(n > 2). Then 
(i) P is not semi-definite if and only if dim 5, = 1. 
(ii) P is semi-definite of rank m if and only if 
gm(2n+l-m), ifF=R, 
dim S, = m(2n - m), if F= C, 
m(4n-2m-l), ifF=H. 
2. It is obvious that Z={uEF”:uSu*=uTu*=O} is a subspace of 
dimension n - m (0 < m < n) if and only if there is a semi-definite hermitian 
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matrix P of rank m such that Z = {u E F”:uPu* =O}. So we can restate 
Theorem 1 as follows: 
Let S,TE ‘%(n,F) such that Z={u~F”:uSu*=uTu*=0} is a linear 
subspace of dimension n - m. Zf F = R and m > 3 or F = C or H and m > 2, 
then there exists (s, t) E R 2\ (0) such that sS + tT is semi-definite. 
3. The assumption of Theorem 1 does not imply the conclusion of 
Theorem 2. For example, take F = R, n = 4 and 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
T= 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
then Z = {u E R 4 : uSu* = uTu* = 0} is a subspace of dimension 1 ( = 4 - 3), 
but there is no (s, t) E R 2 such that sS + tT is semi-definite and of rank 3. 
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